Hampton Roads Planning District Commission
Summary Minutes of November 21, 2019
The November 21, 2019 Meeting of the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission was
called to order by the Chair at 12:45 p.m. in the Regional Board Room, 723 Woodlake Drive,
Chesapeake, Virginia, with the following in attendance:
Commissioners in Attendance
Michael Hipple, Chair (JC)
Randy Keaton, Treasurer (IW)
Stephen Best (CH)
Robert Geis (CH)
Christopher Price (CH)
Debbie Ritter (CH)*
Ella Ward (CH)
Barry Cheatham (FR)
Brent Fedors (GL)*
James Gray (HA)
William McCarty (IW)
Scott Stevens (JC)
McKinley Price (NN)
Cynthia Rohlf (NN)*
Commissioners Absent:
Andria McClellan, Vice-Chair (NO)
Amanda Jarratt (FR)
Phillip Bazzani (GL)
Donnie Tuck (HA)
Mary Bunting (HA)
David Jenkins (NN)
Kenneth Alexander (NO)
Larry Filer (NO)
Mamie Johnson (NO)
John Rowe (PO)

Courtney Doyle (NO)
Randall Wheeler (PQ)
Barry Porter (SH)
T. Carter Williams (SM)
Leroy Bennett (SU)
Patrick Roberts (SU)
Robert Dyer (VB)*
Thomas Leahy (VB)
Louis Jones (VB)
Guy Tower (VB)
Sabrina Wooten (VB)
Andrew Trivette (WM)
Sheila Noll (YK)

Lydia Pettis-Patton (PO)
W. Eugene Hunt (PQ)
Sanford Wanner (SM)
Michael Johnson (SH)
Jonathan Lynn (SY)
John Seward (SY)
Barbara Henley (VB)
Rosemary Wilson (VB)
Paul Freiling (WM)
Neil Morgan (YK)

Executive Director:
Robert A. Crum, Jr., Secretary
Other Participants:
Carlton Hardy (CAC)
Brian DeProfio (HA)
Wynter Benda (NO)
Bob Baldwin (PO)
Herbert Green (PQ)
Mark Bellamy (YK)
*Late arrival or early departure.
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Others Recorded Attending:
Bridjette Parker (NN), Jessica Dennis (NO), Gina Harris and Sherri Neil (PO), Kryste’l Jordan
and David Wickersham (US Representative Elaine Luria’s Office), Drew Lumpkin (US
Senator Mark Warner’s Office), Dianna Howard (Virginia Beach Tea Party); Citizens: Linda
Collins, Mark Geduldig-Yatrofsky and Anthony Wagner; Staff: Keith Cannady, Kelli Arledge,
Natalie Brown, Rob Cofield, Katie Cullipher, Rebekah Eastep, Deidre Garrett, Andrea Gayer,
Ashley Gordon, Logan Grimm, Greg Grootendorst, Whitney Katchmark, Sara Kidd, Mike
Kimbrel, Sharon Lawrence, Ben McFarlane, Cynthia Mulkey, Katherine Rainone, Matt Smith,
Jill Sunderland, Sheila Wilson
Approval/Modification of Agenda
Chair Michael Hipple asked for modifications or additions to the agenda. Hearing none, he
asked for a motion.
Motion:

Commissioner Ella Ward Moved to approve the agenda; seconded by
Commissioner Barry Cheatham. The Motion Carried.

Submitted Public Comments
Chair Hipple indicated there were no Submitted Public Comments and asked to proceed to
the Public Comment period.
Public Comment Period
Mr. Mark Geduldig-Yatrofsky addressed the Commission regarding casino gaming. He
stated that a forthcoming JLARC report on casino gaming will include implications for the
Commonwealth. While Mr. Geduldig-Yatrofsky personally opposes casino gaming, he
offered suggested recommendations for potential casino gaming plans. He shared his
opinion that casino gaming should be an open market and not confined to the five
designated localities. He stated that every locality has fiscal constraints and should have the
opportunity to compete for new sources of funding. He also recommended that the hosting
locality receive a host fee but that all remaining revenue be shared throughout the
Commonwealth.
Transcription of the public comments made orally during Commission meetings will be
included in the HRPDC Agenda each month and posted on the HRPDC website when available.
*Commissioner Cynthia Rohlf arrived
Executive Director’s Report
Mr. Robert Crum, HRPDC/HRTPO Executive Director, referenced his enclosed monthly
report and offered to answer questions. There being none, he continued with his remarks.
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Mr. Crum acknowledged and welcomed newly appointed Commission Member Chesapeake
City Manager Christopher Price and introduced new HRPDC Housing Program Specialist
Deidre Garrett.
Mr. Crum also reported that under the leadership of HRPDC Chief Economist Greg
Grootendorst, the HRPDC has begun the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS) planning process. An updated CEDS is required in order to qualify for United States
Economic Development Administration (EDA) assistance. Mr. Crum further reported that
the HRPDC has entered into a partnership with Old Dominion University (ODU) to produce
the strategy and related document. This process will combine information prepared by
HRPDC, HREDA, Virginia’s Historic Triangle, and ODU into one regional economic
development document.
Approval of Consent Items
The following items were on the Consent Agenda for approval:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Meeting Minutes – October 17, 2019 Commission Meeting
Transcribed Public Comments – October 17, 2019 Commission Meeting
Treasurer’s Report of September 2019
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) Chesapeake Bay Watershed PDC
Locality Implementation Program Contract

Chair Hipple referenced the consent agenda items and called for a motion.
Motion:

Commissioner William McCarty Moved to approve the Consent Agenda;
seconded by Commissioner McKinley Price. The Motion Carried.

FY2019 Audited Financial Statements
Executive Director Crum introduced Mr. Mike Garber of PBMares to brief the Commission
on the annual audit.
Mr. Garber presented highlights from the completed audit for the HRPDC/HRTPO. He
reported that the opinions issued on the financial statements, the schedule of federal
awards including how those federal dollars were spent, and the internal control and
compliance were all unmodified. He further reported that there were no journal entries, the
procedures were sufficient, the items questioned were answered fully, and the documents
requested were provided in a timely fashion. Mr. Garber concluded his comments by
recognizing Ms. Sheila Wilson and her team for their efforts and offered to answer
questions.
Chair Hipple asked for questions. There being none, he thanked Mr. Garber and asked for a
motion.
Motion:

Commissioner Randy Keaton Moved to accept the FY2019 Audited Financial
Statements; seconded by Commissioner Ella Ward. The Motion Carried.
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Mr. Crum acknowledged the finance department for not only supporting the financial
activities of the HRPDC and the HRTPO but also the Hampton Roads Transportation
Accountability Commission. He commended Ms. Sheila Wilson, Ms. Danetta Jankosky, and
Ms. Tiffany Smith for taking on new responsibilities while still providing for a clean audit.
Chair Hipple echoed Mr. Crum’s sentiments of appreciation.
Regional GIS
Executive Director Crum introduced Ms. Sara Kidd, HRPDC Senior Regional Planner, to
brief the Commission on the region’s Geographic Information Systems (GIS) efforts.
Ms. Kidd began her presentation with an overview of GIS Day, which has been celebrated
for 20 years around the world. The day is meant to exhibit GIS being used and celebrate its
technology. She also referenced the map gallery in the reception area and encouraged each
Commission Member to peruse the maps on display.
Ms. Kidd continued her presentation by detailing regional GIS efforts and accomplishments.
She explained that the foundation of GIS is spatial data, which can include any data about a
geographic location, and she emphasized that it is critical to have high quality, accurate
data. The next step is to analyze and interpret the data to find patterns and relationships.
Data analysis is followed by visualization, which involves utilizing maps to display the
information discovered. The final step is decision-making.
The HRPDC has been working with GIS for about 25 years, gathering data that may be hard
to find or in different formats from different localities in order to format, organize, and
house regional data in a cohesive and searchable tool. The HRPDC, in partnership with the
Hampton Roads Sanitation District (HRSD), has been developing an open GIS data portal
called HRGEO, which stands for Hampton Roads Geospatial Exchange Online. HRGEO goals
were to:
1) Design a platform to integrate existing local and regional GIS data,
2) Create regional standards for key data sets, and
3) Develop a permanent, authoritative, and open resource for regional GIS data in
Hampton Roads.
The open data portal currently houses dozens of integrated regional GIS layers
incorporating information related to planning, the environment, recreation, transportation,
water resources, and coastal resiliency topics. The benefits are numerous and include:


Increased efficiency and productivity among regional and local staff by reducing
response time for external data requests, reducing data collection time for internal
use, and reducing duplicate requests
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Consistency among data sets allowing for an authoritative and up-to-date data
resource by utilizing data standards



Bringing focus to Hampton Roads through easily accessible data

Ms. Kidd provided a brief synopsis of HRGEO.org and encouraged the Commission
Members to visit the website. The site is similar to a catalog in that it can be searched by
keyword or browsed by category.
*Commissioner Robert Dyer arrived
Each locality’s parcel data already published on the Internet is pulled into the donated
server space at HRSD and run through HRSD staff-created scripts to standardize and
combine all of the data into one layer on HRGEO. One of the collaborative layers includes
data for approximately 650,000 tax parcels of the entire region. An additional application
includes the Hampton Roads Transit (HRT) route and stop data. This frequently requested
data is useful for a variety of planning projects. While HRT does not currently have a way to
share this information online, HRSD staff have created a way to convert the data that HRT
does produce into GIS data available on HRGEO for download. Ms. Kidd highlighted the
FishSwimPlay application, a public access site project, which is also hosted on HRGEO.
Additional data layers are regularly added as HPRDC receives frequent repeat requests.
In conclusion, Ms. Kidd shared that HRGEO has already proved useful for local, state, and
federal government departments and programs, non-profits, educational institutions,
consultants, private companies, and other PDCs interested in developing their own open
data portal.
Chair Hipple stated that HRGEO will not only help with economic development but will be a
good resource for people searching what each of the region’s unique communities adds to
the whole. He thanked Ms. Kidd for her efforts and asked for questions.
Mr. Crum added that from an economic development standpoint, HRGEO could be an
incredibly powerful tool for developers and investment interests as a one-stop data source
that connects across 17 localities.
Commissioner Sheila Noll asked if the portal has the ability to display vacant parcels of
land.
Ms. Kidd answered that a user could perform their own analysis and download that
information.
Commissioner Noll asked if each community would need to perform their own analysis.
Ms. Kidd clarified that while the data is available, there is not a searchable vacant or notvacant field. A user would need to run their own analysis and could, for instance, examine
fields that do not include a building value in tandem with other layers to help correlate the
data of interest.
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Commissioner Noll thanked Ms. Kidd for her response.
Mr. Randy Keaton stressed the importance of this available regional information as it may
not be collected locally. He referenced the map display in the reception area and stated that
he saw two maps with some specific congestion and impaired waterways information
needed for Isle of Wight County projects.
Mr. Barry Porter stated that he was navigating the website during Ms. Kidd’s presentation,
and he shared his excitement about the ability to search for information beyond an
individual locality’s borders. He commented that while the Hampton Roads region may not
be able to compete with the New York, Washington, or Houston metropolitan areas, HRGEO
is a big step in the right direction.
Chair Hipple agreed with Mr. Porter’s comments.
Commissioner Ella Ward commented that the project connects the localities in an exciting
way. She asked if the data would be cell-specific as to locations and if school data is
available.
Ms. Kidd responded that there are a variety of specific data sets available, and eventually,
schools will be included. Ms. Kidd explained that during her attempts to personally verify
school data through various websites, she has found a lot of mistakes in available
information.
Commissioner Ward thanked Ms. Kidd for her response.
Chair Hipple asked for additional questions.
Mr. Crum added that previously staff and ODU had worked with the Blue Moon Foundation
to prepare a proposal to create a regional GIS data portal, and the Blue Moon Foundation
was planning to grant approximately two million dollars to the effort. However, prior to
awarding the funds, the foundation ceased financing grants. Ms. Kidd requested approval to
gradually continue with the project as time allowed. Mr. Crum commended Ms. Kidd for her
efforts to keep this project moving forward without funding, and he recognized the
Hampton Roads Sanitation District as an integral collaborative partner on the project. He
stated that while there is still a long way to go, Ms. Kidd and HRSD have demonstrated what
is possible through collaboration.
*Commissioner Cynthia Rohlf departed
Help to Others (H2O) Program Update
Executive Director Crum introduced Ms. Katie Cullipher, HRPDC Principal Environmental
Education Planner, to brief the Commission on the Hampton Roads Help to Others (H2O)
program.
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Ms. Cullipher began her presentation with an overview of the H2O program. The purpose of
the initiative is to support area residents who are in a financial crisis and experiencing
difficulties paying their water and/or wastewater utility bills. The program allows
community contributions to a fund that is used to assist local customers in Hampton Roads.
The program is celebrating two decades of assisting local families in need. H2O was
founded in 1999 by the region’s public utility departments and the Hampton Roads
Sanitation District (HRSD) and received 501(c)3 nonprofit status in 2011 making all
donations tax-deductible. The program is administered by HRPDC and HRSD in partnership
with the Salvation Army. This collaborative effort allows for 100 percent of community
contributions to go directly to helping those in need. No administrative or marketing costs
are paid for out of the program donations.
The program is open to all 17 member jurisdictions in Hampton Roads plus the town of
Windsor. Anyone who lives in Hampton Roads, receives a public utility and/or HRSD bill,
and is able to demonstrate a personal or family crisis can receive up to $250 in emergency
assistance one time in any 12-month period.
The Salvation Army serves as the screening agency interfacing directly with the customers
seeking assistance. A customer in need of assistance is referred, usually by their utility
company, to the Salvation Army branch that serves their community. Salvation Army
representatives meet with customers to determine their program eligibility. If the bill is
over $250, the representative first works to ensure that there is a payment arrangement to
pay the difference in place before assistance so that customers will not make a pledge and
then still end up having their service terminated. Once approved, a pledge is made to HRSD
as the fiscal agent for the program, and HRSD posts the pledge directly to the customer’s
account on their behalf.
Since 2011, more than 2,100 families have received an average of $200 in aid, and in total,
the H2O Program has raised over $415,000 from all sources. The donated funds are
allocated to the participating localities on a quarterly basis. The allocation formula includes
a base amount for each locality, plus a population or utility count sum. While the donation
amounts to date are encouraging, there have been instances where customers have been
turned away between the quarterly distributions because of a lack of funding.
Ms. Cullipher provided an overview of the program’s rebranding efforts including a new
logo and a dedicated fundraising website. People are able to make donations via PayPal on
the new website or via mail. In addition to sending donation envelopes with their mailed
invoices twice a year to all their customers, HRSD is also working on improving their online
bill pay’s donation capability. The new website also offers a promotional toolkit with logos,
posters, social media packages, and press releases designed to assist HRPDC member
jurisdictions, HRSD, and other partners to share information about the program.
In conclusion, Ms. Cullipher promoted the program’s launch of a “$20 for 20” campaign
encouraging everybody to give $20 in celebration of 20 years of service.
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Chair Hipple thanked Ms. Cullipher for her presentation and stated that James City County
will promote the program on its website. He asked for questions. There being none, he
asked to proceed to the next agenda item.
Regional Broadband Initiative and Regional Industrial Facilities Authority Update
Executive Director Crum provided the Commission with background information and an
update on the Regional Broadband Initiative and Regional Industrial Facilities Authority.
The HRPDC had previously endorsed two Go Virginia applications, one for an
interconnected regional fiber system and the other for an unmanned systems testing
facility in York County on the Peninsula. The Regional Broadband Initiative involved an
interconnected fiber ring linked to the subsea cables landing in Virginia Beach. It would
first be established on the Southside, extended through the bridge-tunnels, replicated on
the Peninsula, and extended further westward and northward into the region’s more rural
locations. The unmanned systems initiative led to a proposal to create a Regional Industrial
Facilities Authority (RIFA), which is a structure for revenue sharing provided for in Virginia
Code. The RIFA would first advance on the Peninsula and then expand to offer the revenue
sharing opportunity to the Southside localities.


Regional Broadband Initiative
Virginia Beach is the only place in the mid-Atlantic region, from New York to Miami,
that the subsea cables are landing, and the first cable alone tripled the amount of
capacity transmitted across the Atlantic Ocean. Providing ultra-fast service to the
community could help with economic growth, education, research, and potential
cost savings for some of our local governments.
Conceptually, a lot of progress has been made toward building a southside fiber ring
network connected to the landing station in Virginia Beach. The Broadband
Committee has stressed this project will enable not compete. It will be a publiclyowned fiber network that existing providers can utilize and offer to customers. The
five Southside cities first formed the Broadband Steering Committee to give
oversight, and the committee has created a number of subcommittees and working
groups. The legal working group, which includes the city managers and attorneys
from the five localities, has worked on a government structure, while an advocacy
group, led by Chesapeake Council Member Susan Vitale and Commissioner and
Norfolk Council Member Andria McClellan, has done a lot of work with state
representatives, General Assembly members, Virginia Economic Development
partners, and others to promote the initiative and the opportunities this project
presents for our area.
Although the Go Virginia application was not successful, the five Southside cities
decided to move forward and fund the $500,000 needed to perform the 30 percent
design for the fiber ring connecting Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk,
and Chesapeake with a loop. The cities have come to an agreement on the routing
and preliminary design elements as well as enacted the necessary paperwork to
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create a broadband authority. This broadband authority contains provisions to
expand. As the fiber ring expands to the Peninsula and rural areas, those member
jurisdictions may join the authority.
On behalf of the authority, the HRPDC will be releasing requests for proposals for
the final design for construction drawings for the Southside Fiber Ring. Proposals
will be due in January. This is also the time to begin the conversation with the
Peninsula locality CAOs in order to move forward with design planning for the
Peninsula Fiber Ring.
*Commissioner Brent Fedors departed


Regional Industrial Facilities Authority (RIFA)
The Peninsula localities have been spearheading the RIFA effort. The Eastern
Virginia Regional Industrial Facility Authority (EVRIFA) was formed after the
HRPDC supported and prepared a Go Virginia application for an unmanned systems
testing facility in York County. Provided for in Virginia Code, a RIFA provides a
framework for localities to jointly invest in and collaborate on projects as well as
share in the revenue generated by those projects. Some localities do not have large
sites available for economic development but may have resources to invest in other
areas that need assistance getting a site shovel-ready or vice versa.
The founding EVRIFA members include Gloucester County, Hampton, James City
County, Newport News, Poquoson, Williamsburg, and York County. Southside
member jurisdictions have been invited to join into the existing framework, and Isle
of Wight County and Chesapeake have become members.
Furthermore, authority projects are voluntary; members only participate in the
projects of their choice. If a select economic development opportunity presents
itself, then the framework for collaboration and revenue sharing is already in place.

*Commissioner Debbie Ritter departed
Mr. Crum asked if Commissioner Randall Wheeler had anything to add related to the
EVRIFA.
Commissioner Wheeler agreed with Mr. Crum’s analysis of the structure. He stated
that the EVRIFA is designed to save time once an opportunity has presented itself,
but members do not have to participate. He remarked that the cost to be a member
is minimal, and any significant costs in the future are specifically borne by the
project participants for the project itself and tasks related to it. Commissioner
Wheeler noted that the only downside to becoming a member is four more potential
meetings to attend a year. He encouraged any member jurisdictions that are
interested to join.
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Mr. Crum concluded by emphasizing the opportunity for the Southside localities and
asked if Commission Members had any comments relating to Chesapeake’s decision
to join.
Commissioner Stephen Best shared that when the EVRIFA was presented to
Chesapeake’s City Council during a work session, they understood its inherent
value. He acknowledged the Peninsula’s efforts to create the framework and echoed
support for regional progress through collaboration. He indicated that Chesapeake
was pleased to join, and he expressed excitement about what the initiative can
produce in the future.
HRPDC Three Month Tentative Schedule
Chair Hipple directed the Commission to the Three-Month Tentative Schedule.
Advisory Committee Summaries
Chair Hipple noted the attached Advisory Committee Summaries.
For Your Information
Chair Hipple referenced the items in the For Your Information section.
Old/New Business
There was no old or new business.
Adjournment
With no further business to come before the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission,
the meeting adjourned at 1:53 p.m.

________________________________________
Michael Hipple
Chair

_____________________________________________
Robert A. Crum, Jr.
Executive Director
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